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BUSHFIRE HITS OUR FAVOURITE PLAYGROUND
A large bushfire in the area of Mt Feathertop and Harrietville continues to threaten one of our favourite
gliding playgrounds in the Alps at the time of going to press. Here are some photos of the fire fighting
activity that has kept Mt Beauty airfield busy for a couple of weeks. More on the fire later in this
edition.

The start of the Mt Feathertop fire from Mark Bland’s
Libelle GUK on 22 January.
Photo: Mark Bland

The MBGC junior pilots fire fighters support team Brooke Anderson, Kenton Ford and Laura Sullivan with
water bomber pilot.
Photo: Andrew Evans
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The fire out of control on 31 January.
Photo: Greg Sujecki

Junior pilots Brooke Anderson, Kenton Ford and Laura
Sullivan with water bomber.
Photo: Andrew Evans
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MBGC President’s Report
The two big items this month
have been our AGM which
was
conducted
on
27 January and the large
bushfire in the area of Mt
Feathertop and Harrietville
which was still burning out of
control at the time of going to
press.
Your new Committee for 2013 consists of:
President: Andrew Evans
Vice Pres: Ian Cohn
Secretary: Ken Darling
Treasurer/Public Officer: Steve Bradbury
TO Ops/Airworthiness/Radio: Terry Knight
Ordinary Committee members:
 Mark Bland
 Mart Bosman
 Bernie O’Donnell
 Richard Todd
 Kitty Vigo
Thank you to these members for taking on
these important roles.
As President in 2012 I personally received a
total of 1850 emails relating to gliding for the
year, which is an average of 154 emails per
month. Multiply this by the total of the 8
Committee members we had in 2012 and it
provides an indication of the amount of
communication and work which goes on
behind the scenes in running this club for the
members.
Of course a lot of this work load was
generated by the purchase of our new
ASK21-GVA from Schleicher's in Germany to
replace our club 2 seater glider IS28-WVU
which was grounded in May 2012.
Hopefully this work load will diminish a little for
Committee members in 2013 now that we
have our new glider.
Thank you to all the club members who were
involved in the enormous amount of work to
arrange this major purchase for the club.
The Club was very active with flying in 2012.
We continued to be an all season operation
with 3 days operation most weeks, with the old
codgers group flying most Fridays and some
other days during the week.
Our overall flying statistics were:



Total winch launches 1371 compared
to 1279 in 2011.
Total flight time 1268 hours compared
to 1110 hours in 2011.
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More news from the AGM is provided later in
this edition.
The Mt Feathertop bushfire created a lot of
traffic on Mt Beauty airfield. On Monday
28 January there were 3 fixed wing water
bombers working for DSE, we had 6 gliders in
the air and there were also about 10
hangliders and a Dragonfly ultralight tug
operating on the airfield. The operation went
reasonably smoothly despite this amount of
traffic but it demonstrated the requirement for
good lookout and radio communication. Air
Traffic Control on the field would have helped
on the day however!
Safe flying.
Andrew Evans - President / Alpine Flyer Editor

CFI Report
Happy New Year! As
expected it’s been another
busy month since the last
newsletter. Congratulations
to Andrew for continuing to
provide
our
quality
communication
“Alpine
Flyer”.
Our new ASK-21 GVA has flown over 110
hours in two months so is obviously being
enjoyed by everyone. Let’s keep up the
momentum and attempt to pay off the loan in
record time.
My safety topic this month is to do with flying
X/C and outlanding. A quick Google search
and I’ve come up with the following links by
Graham Garlick (Benalla) and Norm Sanders
(Byron Bay). I would like you all to have a
read of these. Some of you might know that
the Astir recently had an outlanding accident in
Myrtleford when a probable late decision to
select a paddock caused some significant and
costly damage during a ground loop. Cross
Country flying is what most of us aspire to do
after solo and it is a very rewarding thing to do,
but it does induce more inherent risk than
flying locally, even in the flat country. These
risks multiply significantly when flying out of
Mt Beauty for obvious reasons! We have much
fewer choices when it comes to selecting a
SAFE landable option and also lift and SINK
can behave quite differently. Having said this
X/C can be done safely from our site but a lot
more caution/ planning / and experience are
needed.
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http://members.glidingclub.org.au/flying/safety/OUT
LANDING%20by%20Graham%20Garlick.pdf
http://www.byrongliding.com/articles/outlandingprocedures

CFI Quote of the month
"Just try and remember," I said slowly," that if God
had intended men to fly He'd have given us wings.
So all flying is flying in the face of nature. It's
unnatural, wicked and stuffed with risks all the
time. The secret to flying is learning to minimise
the risks. Or perhaps - the secret of life is to
choose your risks?"

Gavin Lyall, 'Shooting Script,' 1966
Mark Bland – CFI

Mark Bland receives the “Winch Driver’s Award for
2012” from Andrew Evans.
Photo: Ian Cohn

MBGC Annual General Meeting on 27
January 2013

Andy Smith receives the “Longest Flight from
Mt Beauty Award for 2012” from Andrew Evans.
Photo: Ian Cohn
The happy crowd at the AGM.
Photo: Ian Cohn

A number of annual awards were presented to
members at the AGM.

Andrew Evans receives the “Andrew Mull
Sportsmanship Award for 2012” from Heather Mull.
Photo: Ian Cohn
Laura Sullivan receives the “Darryl Evans Memorial
Junior Pilot’s Encouragement Award for 2012” and
$200 prize from Andrew Evans.
(Editor's note: Never let it be said that Ian Cohn is
no oil painting).
Photo: Ian Cohn
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MBGC Fire spotters
On Tuesday 22 January pilots from Mt Beauty
Gliding Club flying near Mt Feathertop assisted
Police and Mt Beauty CFA to identify the
position and path of the Smoko Fire that flared
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up during the afternoon of 22 January. Pilots
were able to see the fire developing from up to
40km away and described the blaze as looking
like bombs going off, with huge flames
erupting and incredibly dense smoke.

on his way to search for lift at nearby Lake
Robinson.

Robin Fleming regularly flies his glider out of
Bermuda High Soaring and instructs there on the
weekends. He never expected that flying his LS8
would land him with a breach of the peace charge.
The start of the Mt Feathertop fire from
ASK21-GVA on 22 January.
Photo: Bernie Hochwimmer

Police and CFA members were concerned
regarding 36 bush walkers who were stranded
on top of Mt Feathertop, possibly in the path of
the fire. They requested the MBGC duty pilot,
David Jaeggie, to call gliders operating at
7,000’ altitude and above in the Mt Feathertop
area to report the position of the fire and its
likely path, given the strong gusty and variable
West to NW wind. This they were able to do.
Chief Flying Instructor of the Mt Beauty Gliding
Club, Mark Bland, said “the Club and its
members are very pleased to be able to assist
the emergency services whenever possible”.

No airspace restrictions were printed on
sectional charts and no notam marked the
area off-limits. When a woman at Hartsville
Regional Airport relayed over the Unicom that
law enforcement wanted him to land, he flew
to that airport and landed, greeted by a swarm
of law enforcement vehicles.
See the story at:
http://www.aopa.org/aircraft/articles/2013/1301
10secret-no-flyzone.html?WT.mc_id=130111epilot&WT.mc_s
ect=gan%3Ehttp://www.aopa.org/aircraft/articl
es/2013/130110secret-no-flyzone.html?WT.mc_id=130111epilot&WT.mc_s
ect=gan
We can be grateful that we fly in skies which
don’t have nuclear power plants, a Department
of Homeland Security or local police officers
with an urge to commandeer airports and
shoot aircraft down.

Mt Feathertop fire from ASK21mi VH-GVS on 22
January.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Ian Cohn

Only in America
US glider pilot Robin Fleming aged 70 was
arrested for breach of the peace on 26 July
2012 after flying his Rolladen-Schneider
LS8-18 sailplane noiselessly over the HB
Robinson Nuclear Generating Station at an
altitude of 1,518 feet AMSL - by his estimate,
about 1,000 feet over the power plant’s dome Alpine Flyer

(Although the situation does have some
similarities with an incident at last year’s
Easter Comp when a glider outlanded at a
mining site – and the pilot was accused of
being on site without having passed the safety
induction course!)
Kevin Roden
(With acknowledgment to AOPA-US)

Richard’s Japanese adventure
o

While we have been basking in 42 days with
10kt thermals to 10,000’, MBGC member and
skiing tragic Richard Todd has been enjoying
incredible powder snow skiing in Japan. Here
is his story.
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Let me whet the appetite of all our avid ski
members, particularly the MBGC Precision Ski
Team.

see
an
obese
Japanese
person.
It says a lot about the country and I could live
there tomorrow. I am working on it.

Dry powder snow that will not make a snow
ball. Kicking the snow is like kicking dust and
falls up to 40cm overnight regularly.
Did I mention that you can ski an active
volcano.

I even found a gliding club in the Furano
Valley, of course in winter recess.
Living expenses are on average half of that of
Australia, fuel is $1.80 per litre.
There are a lot of 660 cc cars that have
cheaper rego, insurance and other taxes.
These cars also come in 4WD. Very few large
cars such as Patrols, Prados.
Japan has an extensive bus and rail network
that is well used. We could learn a lot.
I could go on and on, I love the country.
Richard Todd

Nothing beats a 4X after a hard day’s
flying

Furano on a blue bird day, showing the Furano
Valley and the other mountain range where the
volcano was.
Photo: Richard Todd

All this and more on the island of Hokkaido
Japan.
I had doubts I would ever experience this last
year, but I am glad I did as I am now fast
tracking retirement.
The days were short and cold, light at 7am and
o
o
dark by 4pm, temperatures -8 to -25 .
You can see from the photos the contrast in
weather and snow. The day we skied the
o
volcano, it was -18 C all day, but hey look at
the snow.

Mark Bland, Ron Boxhall (Soaring Club of
Tasmania) and Ken Darling enjoying a coldie and
some gourmet snacks in Mark’s hangar on 12 Jan
after flying.
Photo: Elle Boxhall

Duty Roster
Peter Demeo has kindly offered to take over
the role of Duty Roster Manager from Ian
Cohn. Please give Peter your support and
cooperation to produce a roster that will
equitably spread the load on members and
ensure effective properly staffed flying
operations. Initially, Peter will produce a Duty
Pilot and Instructor roster for weekends and
Public Holidays from 16 February to 30 June.
The 3 of us with 2 Furano ski hosts and a Kiwi, the
human type.

The food, as usual, was great, the Japanese
go out of their way to help you and you never

Alpine Flyer

All regular flying members are requested to let
Peter know their preferences and “available”
dates and/or “not available” dates for this
period by email on or before 7 February.
Peter’s email address is p.demeo@telstra.com
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Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation briefing and test
CASA regulation CAO95.4, under which
gliding operates, was amended in April 2011
and it is now a requirement that in order to use
a VHF radio, a person must have
authorisation, which in the case of glider pilots
means a GFA Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation, in the form of a log-book
endorsement by means of a sticker.

If you do not have the endorsement:

members of the gliding club celebrating at the
Country Club were Phil O'Bryan and his wife
Sharon plus Bernie O'Donnell and his wife
Bernadette. A relaxing and enjoyable time was
had by all.

A thorn between two roses - Suzanne and Mark
Bland with Margaret Darling.
Photo: Ken Darling

1. You cannot fly from any registered
aerodrome or within the CTAF of registered
aerodromes where usage of radio is
mandatory.
2. You cannot legally use the radio if you fly
from a non-registered aerodrome (eg. Mt
Beauty).
3. You cannot progress from dual training to
solo.
If you do not possess this authorisation,
contact Andrew Evans to undertake either an
oral or written test which covers material from
the Airways and Radio Procedures for Glider
Pilots which is available at:
http://2009.gfa.org..au/Docs/ops/airradio.pdf).

Chris Knight and Ken Darling
Photo: Margaret Darling

The Procedures must be studied before
undertaking the test which takes about 15 to
20 minutes and can be undertaken on the field
when I am there (usually on Sundays).

Margaret Darling

Andrew Evans - Level 1 Instructor

Mad dogs and Englishmen
Who was it who said that only mad dogs and
Englishmen go out in the midday sun?

Happy New Year!
After several days of working hard flying AEF
passengers, our CFI Mark Bland, brought in
the New Year at the Mount Beauty Country
Club with two lady friends, Suzanne and
Margaret. At the same time Ken Darling and
Chris Knight were holding up the bar. Other
Alpine Flyer

Andrew Evans flew a total of 8 hours on the
days of 4 and 6 January in temperatures up to
0
42 C on the ground.
He said it was not pleasant getting fried and
our Englishman Mike Pobjoy was too smart to
venture out in the heat, but the thermals were
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great, reaching over 10,000’ cloud base on 6
January.

A Libelle’s
Mulwala

eye

view

of

Lake

The view of Lake Mulwala at Yarrawonga from Mark
Bland’s Libelle - GUK at 8000’ on 21 Jan 2013 on a
333 km flight from Mt Beauty.
Photo: Mark Bland

ASW19-EAT above 10,000’ and climbing at 6kt
0
gusting to 10kt on 6 January on 42 C day
Photo: Andrew Evans

Our new club brochure
Our 2013 brochure design was a collaboration
between Phil O’Bryan and local graphic
designer Yuka Harada.
Phil reported that he and Yuka were intent on
a simple advertisement to attract people to
take a flight.
Phil said “What we are selling is a unique view
of the alpine scenery by means of an
exhilarating and smart looking transport to an
audience that haven’t flown in a sailplane
before”.

Ian Cohn’s World aviation record
breaking career - Chapter 2
After the Solomon Airlines delivery flights
“speed over a recognised course” world
records, I kept thinking that a world distance
record would be a much more significant
achievement.
Australian Airlines had a
program of new B737-400 deliveries through
1992 which might provide opportunities.
Airlines are chronically short of funds and don’t
budget for record attempts, so any record
attempt route had to be close to the normal
direct delivery route from Seattle to Melbourne.
I set about finding two airfields in the Pacific
area that would give the required distance, at
least one percent longer than the current
record at the time, about 6,100 km. The
distance between Hilo, Hawaii and Noumea in
New Caledonia was 6,255 km, met the
criterion of being at least 1% more than the
previous record distance for Class C-1m
aircraft, and was virtually on the best direct
route between Seattle and Melbourne. This
route also crosses the equator and wind
components were likely to be light with
possible slight head or tailwinds. This distance
was likely to be at the extreme end of the
range capability of the B737-400.
Having established a possible route, I had to
set
about
establishing
a
B737-400
configuration that was capable of flying that
route complying with fuel reserves required,
alternate airfield requirements and other
criteria required by the airline.
To juggle all these factors I constructed a giant
Excel spreadsheet comprising:

Alpine Flyer
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 Aircraft weight: The aircraft weight had to
be minimised so initially I assumed no
passenger seats except for one row for
essential crew. It was also assumed that
there would be no freight except essential
spares for the delivery flight.
 Fuel Density: I assumed that the aircraft
would leave the Seattle area with full fuel,
arriving at Hilo with a significant fuel load.
Fuel supplied in the Seattle area had
relatively high density. I also assumed that
refuelling at Hilo would be done around
dawn to give the lowest possible fuel
temperature and the highest density
available.
 Fuel capacity: As much fuel as possible
has to be loaded. In addition to filling the
fuel tanks to the normal level, the cut-off
switch circuit breakers have to be pulled to
allow fuel to be pumped into the fuel tank
airspace and overflow pipes.
 Expected Wind Components: For the date
of the flight the expected wind component
for Hilo to Noumea was around 10 kt head
wind at the best cruising altitude and I
could not do anything to change this.
 Aircraft Centre of Gravity: Aft centre of
gravity produces less trim drag and lower
fuel burn. So the galley supplies and the
one row of seats and delivery flight spares
had to be loaded at the back of the aircraft.
 Climb Speed: The climb speed for best
range from the Boeing Operations manual
was assumed.
 Cruise Altitude and True Airspeed: Since
the aeroplane was to be relatively lightly
loaded the maximum permitted cruising
altitude of FL 370 was assumed for most of
the flight, and the cruising speed for
maximum range.
 Descent Point and Speed: The optimum
descent speed for maximum range and the
optimum start of descent distance was
assumed.
 Take-off direction: There was a military
restricted area close to Hilo on the desired
outbound track and a slight increase in
distance had to be assumed to go around
this. On the actual flight, clearance was
given to pass straight through this area.

 Fuel Reserve at Landing: The landing fuel
at Noumea was close to the one hour
reserve required.
 Contingency landing sites: Two alternate
landing runways towards the end of the
flight were available. The first was at Port
Vila, capital of Vanuatu and the second
was Nadi in Fiji. The Captain would have
to decide early to go to one of these
alternates if the runway at Noumea was
likely to be unavailable due to weather
problems.
Having done the research and achieving
promising predictions from my Excel
spreadsheet, the data was entered into the
Australian Airlines computer flight planning
program with the help of Navigation Officer,
Trevor Aitken, and this gave promising results
as well.
Having established that the record flight was
feasible, I had to convince Australian Airlines
management that the record flight should be
attempted, and convince the Flight Operations
Department that it was a reasonable project to
do and that the flight would meet acceptable
safety standards.
The year 1992 was difficult because Australia
was still in recession economically so funds
were scarce. For the record(s) to be certified
the Royal Federation of Aero Clubs had to be
paid a fee of around $1,000 and there were
other minor additional expenses. However,
the management eventually agreed. They
baulked however, at letting me fly on the
delivery flight.
This was a great
disappointment.
My friends Captain Ian Haigh, B737 flight
captain and Training Captain Peter Casey
were nominated as the flight crew. The next
day, the wind turned into a slight tailwind
component and the computer flight plan gave
the go ahead. The alternate airport of Port
Vila was out of contention due to heavy rain as
the aircraft passed overhead, but Noumea was
clear.
I experienced some tension as I waited in my
office at Melbourne airport to get news of the
safe arrival of the aeroplane, VH-TJO, at
Noumea. When the control tower at Noumea
advised that TJO was in circuit all that
remained was to claim the record.

 Fuel burn: The fuel burn vs the Boeing
Operations Manual fuel burn data was
assumed to be identical and this was as
determined on the first leg between Port
Angeles and Hilo.
Alpine Flyer
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Andrew flies the coast at Byron Bay
Andrew Evans dropped in to visit Byron Bay
Gliding Club at Tyagarah airfield when
holidaying with his kids and 6 grandkids over
Christmas and enjoyed a 1 hour flight on the
controls in their Motor Falke with Bruce
Marshall over the Byron coast and hinterland
towards Mt Warning.

Peter Casey and Ian Haigh with Ian Cohn offering
the obligatory congratulations.

The distance record certificate.
The FAI web page listing as at June 2012.

Andrew Evans with BBGC Motor Falke XJX.
Photo: Bruce Marshall

These days the later models of B737, including
the -700, -800, and BBJ models have far more
efficient fuel burns and longer range capability
due to better engines, lower airframe drag, and
probably more fuel capacity.
So I am
surprised that the record still stands. Having
higher fuel capacity would probably tip most of
the modern B737s into a higher weight
category which may partly explain this. There
are reports on the internet of B737 flights of
around 8,500 km across the Pacific, for
example Maui to Auckland taking over 10
hours but none of these seem to have been
claimed as record flights. The Port Angeles to
Hilo and Hilo to Noumea speed records could
stand for a very long time because these
routes are very rarely travelled.
Anyway that is the saga of the World Distance
record.
See the news item about this record in the link
below:
www.thefreelibrary.com/AUSTRALIAN+AIRLI
NES+CLAIMS+DISTANCE+RECORD+WITH+
BOEING+737-a012381432

The beautiful Byron Coast from Byron Bay to
Lennox Head from 3000’. How many blades does a
Motor Falke prop have?
Photo: Andrew Evans

Ian Cohn

Alpine Flyer
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Winch Driver Tally

Wedgie leeches after ASK21-GVA

Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1 January 2013 are shown below. If you are
not currently qualified to operate the winch,
why not consider obtaining training and help
share the workload?
Mark Bland

21

Ken Darling

19

Kenton Ford

16

Richard Todd

13

Graham Levitt

10
This wedge tailed eagle was so impressed with the
performance of our new ASK21-GVA on
29 December 2012 that it “leeched” along behind it
to find the best lift.
Photo: Greg Sujecki

Phil O’Bryan

7

Scott Anderson

6

Ron Boxhall

6

Bernie O’Donnell

3

Andrew Evans

3

Mike Pobjoy

3

Gary Mason

3

Rod Harris

3

Alan Reynolds

2

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

Steve Bradbury

0

Ian Cohn

0

Reuben Lane

0

Laura Sullivan

0

George Vasiliadis

0

Andy Smith

0

Mart Bosman

0

Ben Talbot

0

Deniz Aygun

0

Craig Collings

0

Ollie Barthelmes

0

Duncan Robertson

0

Kevin Roden

0

Brendan Judd

0

RANGA Scholarship

Al Dickie

0

Terry Knight

0

No, this is not a scholarship for red headed
people (sorry for repeating last year’s joke Ed).

Each year the winner of the most prolific winch
driver award is presented with a certificate and
prize of 5 free winch launches at the AGM.
Congratulations to Mark Bland for winning in
2012 with 212 launches, Ben Talbot for
coming second with 207 launches and Bernie
O’Donnell third with 130 launches.
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Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday
16 February 2013

The Royal Australian Navy Gliding Association
ceased operation in 2007 and has provided
GFA with funds for an annual scholarship of
$1500 aimed at encouraging new recruits into
the sport.
The award is for a trainee who has not yet gone
solo in any branch of aviation.
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Although in most years it has been awarded to
a younger person, there is no age limit
specified in the scholarship rules.
Applications for this scholarship close on 3 July
2013.

For further details contact:
David Jacobson 03 5756 2747 and 0419 346
336 or davidmjacobson@bigpond.com or
Rod Harris 03 5750 1153 and 0438 443 815 or
roddoharris@gmail.com.

MBGC junior member Brooke Anderson was
successful in being awarded this scholarship in
2011.
Application details are available at:
http://2009.gfa.org.au/Docs/news_articles/RAN
GA_Web-1.pdf

ASK21 Mi - GVS
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Pilatus-GCD for sale
Pilatus B4 glider VH-GCD is for sale, including
open trailer, based at Mount Beauty Airfield.
Brooke Anderson - Winner of the RANGA
Scholarship in 2011.
Photo: Mark Bland

Upcoming Events
Avalon Air Show 1, 2 & 3 March 2013
Monday 4 March to Monday 11 March - VSA
alpine coaching course at Mt Beauty
(rescheduled from end of February).
9/10/11 March 2013 (Labour Day Weekend) Geelong Gliding Club visit with Pawnee tug.

Pilatus B4 VH-GCD.
Photo: Greg Sujecki

Mon 11 Mar – 15 Mar - Old Mates Week GCV
Benalla.

3900 hours, 4760 launches,
instruments, open trailer.

Fri 29 Mar to Sun 7 Apr – Easter Flying.

Can be inspected at Mt Beauty, Vic. $7000.
Contact:

Tues 23 Jul – 30th anniversary of the “Gimli
glider”.
See
www.youtube.com/watch?v=713yrh5RFcA .

ASK21 VH-GVS for sale
2 seater self-launching glider, VH-GVS with
enclosed Komet trailer. Total hrs 980, engine
hours 103, always hangared, steerable nose
wheel. Current Form 2 and in excellent
condition. Price: $165,000.00.

Alpine Flyer

GC,

basic

mikepobjoy@yahoo.com.au or
roddo.harris@gmail.com
Rod Harris 03 5750 1153 and 0438 443 815
or roddoharris@gmail.com.
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MT BEAUTY

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
Send your editorial or photographic contributions to the
“Alpine Flyer” Editor - Andrew Evans at
andrewe@g-mwater.com.au or Telephone 0418 377 146
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